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NEWS | Gender Blender

Cache Valley Gay-Straight Alliance hosts
annual Gender Blender, this year with a
new theme.

STUDENT LIFE | Stream & Chill

SPORTS | The Gymnast Life

With February right around the corner we will
tell you what’s going to be streaming.

see PAGE 2

USU senior returns from two injuries to
finish collegiate career.

see PAGE 5

see PAGE 6

USU Drugs: Who, How, Where

Programming
gives USU new
A-block
By Veronica Stephen
STAFF WRITER

Every new school year is marked with

something memorable, and this year's has a

special touch of Aggie spirit with Utah State

University Student Assocation Programming

releasing the project they've worked on to give
the university.

A large A-block, similar to the famous statue

used for True Aggie Nights and numerous

freshman girl selfies, was presented at the

Dancing with the Aggie Stars event on Monday
night. The block took approximately 40 hours
to complete.

"We as Programming wanted to give

something back to the school because we just

put our heart and soul into the events and we
wanted to leave our legacy as an office. We
wanted to do something that was kind of

signature, memorable for years to come," said

Sawyer Hemsley, Programming Vice President
for the USUSA.

There are high hopes that this will be an

PHOTO BY Jackson Murphy
Contraband confiscated by campus police from USU students. Left: misc pipes, cannabis, mushrooms, cocaine.
By Jackson Murphy
STAFF WRITER

able.

“It’s been awhile since we’ve had a student

Those arrests happen primarily in residen-

tial areas on campus. With the Living Learning

emblem of USU spirit and will be able to bring
students together of all classes and also help
welcome new freshmen in.

"We wanted it to be similar to the block A

Community (LLC) leading far ahead of other

outside but this would be at all the events so

drug and alcohol related incidents, followed

Let's go take a picture by the A.' or use it as a

Bullen Hall.

the year in the office and people can take

significantly in the past couple years.

popular off-campus housing complex, Blue

tradition will form around it, like kissing on

same: alcohol and cannabis. “Marijuana is

since 2012 and ‘13 which both saw 11

Logan City’s call reports to try and better

that people will appreciate the tradition we

alcohol,” said Lt. Davis of the Logan City drug

numbers totaled 35. According to Milne, these

Utah State University, like other universities,

has a drug problem.

In 2014, three-quarters of arrests were

related to drugs or alcohol, with a total of 174
arrests being made by USU campus police.
According to local law enforcement, the

that was a dealer,” said Officer Steve Milne of

the USU Police Department. “That’s not to say
we haven’t had people in the past that were

arrested for dealing but most of our arrests are
small amounts from single source users.”
Those arrests however, have gone up

areas of campus in terms of the number of

students can be like, 'Hey! We're new students!

comparably by ‘the Towers’ and Richards and

hashtag project, so we will put our hashtag for

In preparation for USU’s purchase of the

pictures," Hemsley said, "Maybe even a new

Square, USU Police Department collected

the A outside, but something different. I think

understand crime rates in the area.

are trying to create around it," Hemsley said.

incidents usually result in multiple arrests.

we thought it was going to be,” Milne said

engineering headed the project to work on it

several channels and according to officials,

due to a lot of things: an influx in students,

as many residents but we had twice as many

Pickup, Ryan Childs, Josh Jensen and the

amounts. Often it’s purchased in Salt Lake

with resident assistants, and there has been an

biggest problems have always remained the
huge, probably the frontrunner, that and
task force.

Drugs like marijuana come to USU through

almost always arrive in small recreational
City, or brought over from states where

recreational use of cannabis is permitted or

permission for medicinal use is easily obtain-

Drug incidents have more than doubled

incidents, followed by 2014 where those

The rise in numbers, said Milne, could be

the campus police are more closely working
increase in the number of roommates who

“want nothing to do with it,” who call and give
up information about the problem, he said.

The rate was “surprisingly not as much as

referring to the call reports. “There are twice

along with his wife, Shantell Booth, and Chad

calls to the LLC alone.”

Longhurst family.

most expensive university owned housing

by eight feet.

The LLC and Blue Square will be the two

options.

see “Drugs” PAGE 2

Facilities denies requests to remove
snow from Old Main Hill stairs
By Brenna Kelly
SENIOR WRITER

Hundreds of students are treading carefully

this winter as they climb the stairs by the

Aggie Terrace, which are fenced off and closed
for the winter.

The icy stairs are not a new problem. In

was to have the snow removed.

"Shortly after sending the MyVoice request,

facilities put up fences attempting to restrict

stairs or elevator in the parking garage, as
they provide safer access to campus.

"Due to the location of the stairs and the

access to the two staircases. Before then they

uneven stone stair treads, we are unable to

the lines of 'closed for winter,'" Maddox said.

them. Therefore, the best option is to close

only posted a sign that said something along

Maddox is now a graduate instructor in the

Spanish department, and — like many

the snow on the staircases. Students simply go

can empathize with facilities workers.

concerns, suggestions and comments to

can keep trying to keep people from using

there's a lot of walkway around here to keep

failed up to this point."

easiest route for me to take to get to campus,

a forum for students to anonymously submit
USUSA officers.

Maddox lived at Hillside Apartments, which

is down the hill from the intersection at 600 N

around the fences," Maddox said. "Facilities

these staircases, but all of their efforts have
Maddox thinks the most sensible solution is

and 700 E, and used the stairs regularly.

to keep the staircases clear of snow and ice so

sponse from USU Facilities. Facilities' lengthy

not risk slipping. He said it is more convenient

Frischknecht emailed him back with a re-

explanation of their strict snow removal policy
said nothing about the stairs by the terrace.
Maddox said his MyVoice submission had

the opposite effect of what he wanted, which

students can use them during the winter and

to use the stairs outside the terrace than those
inside the parking garage.

Robert Reeder, the director of facilities

maintenance, asked that students use the

with the traditions here at USU. It is large but

mobile and you can take it anywhere. It could
be good for recruiting," Booth said.

Students at the event when the A-block was

revealed were impressed by the presentation.
Freshman Ashli Jones said, "I think it's

awesome. I think it represents a lot of tradi-

tions at Utah State. It will become a fun way

to show how much we love our Aggies and our
school."

— roniastephen@gmail.com

Wildlife science sophomore Daniel Johnson

vice president Daryn Frischknecht. MyVoice is

"Anyone can go and see all of the tracks in

"I think it will be one more thing to go along

them," Reeder said in an email.

uses the staircase almost every day. He has

a MyVoice request to then-student advocate

The block is made of wood and is eight feet

mitigate all of the risk to those who would use

students — he continues to use the stairs.

2014, Spanish major Luke Maddox submitted

Nathan Booth, a senior majoring in civil

worked in snow removal before and said he
"I kind of understand why they do it —

clean," Johnson said. "That being said, it's the
and that's why I still use it."

Johnson said he is cautious when he uses

the stairs because of the ice and he thinks

facilities should look into cleaning them off.
A few days ago, Maddox noticed some

see “Snow” PAGE 9

PHOTO BY Jessica Barber
The new A-block given to USU by Programming.
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@ZGrantBess
I don’t know who she was at @USUPoBev but “Frozen State of Mind” was on
point. #aggielife

@jaycie_lynne
I got ready to go to a party. Now I just want to put sweats on and fall asleep. I
think I will. #AggieStrife

@Justin_amiller
I want whomever is running for @UtahStateSA president to form a task force on
the smashing of the duck on the quad #aggiestrife

@trisarahtops_94
When there isn’t a single parking spot available within 5 miles of campus...
#aggiestrife

Cache Valley
Gay-Straight
Alliance holds
2016 Gender
Blender
By Shanie Howard
STAFF WRITER

On Jan. 23 the Cache Valley Gay-Straight

Alliance held their annual gender blender

event to help fund raise money for the Utah

During the event, the Empresses performed

in a drag show to help raise money for

USULIFE. In addition to their show, other

people dressed in drag were also invited to

come up and perform. However, not everyone
was impressed with the performances.

“Some of them were a little too sexualized

State University Love Is For Everyone (USU-

than what I think a drag show normally is… it

play.

the Royal Court did a great job at performing

LIFE). The theme for this year’s event was CosThe LGBT community from all over North-

ern Utah were able to attend the event dressed
in either Cosplay or drag apparel. In atten-

feels more like a strip easy. The members of
real drag, though,” said Duckie, one of the
drag queens attending the event.

In addition to the show, all members who

dance at the event were three of the Empress-

attended the event were entered in a raffle,

Rainbow Court of Northern Logan.

apparel and anyone who dressed up was also

es and an Emperor involved in The Imperial

The Imperial Rainbow Court is just one of

hundreds of courts across North America

whose primary goal is to further relationships

with organizations and businesses within their

where they had the chance to win LIFE

entered into a completion for either Best

Costume, Drag Prince, Drag Princess, Drag
King or Drag Queen.

community, to hold functions and fundraisers

allies to attend; we expect to have a lot more

money for charitable organizations and to help

said Marcos Garcia, vice president of USULIFE,

for the enjoyment of the community, to raise
those in the community who are in need of
assistance.

“I haven’t been to this event in years but

when I came before it was an absolute blast

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Oscar Montiel and Katie Gibas (left to right) enjoy the performance on the dance floor.

“Tonight especially will be a good event for

of them here than we do at our other events,”
as he set up for the event.

A lot of allies did attend the event, includ-

ing Becca Phillps and Amelia Browning.

“We love this theme,” both women said in

girls enjoyed dancing, food and the drag show.

Cosplay though. Costumes ranged from Greek

of our comfort zone a little while still allowing

members of alternative genre bands.

“This event unites all of us and gets us out

us to feel safe,” said Evan Anderson, also

dressed as a character from the show Legend
of Korra.

and I am excited for tonight,” said Lady

unison when asked about the event.

Court.

Nickelodeon show The Legend of Korra, both

“Drugs” FROM PAGE 1

usage — among other things including mental

that’s what college is, it’s a place that students

alcohol and drug use at USU are not the

Barfuss said.

Delish, Empress 16 on the Imperial Rainbow

Ryan Barfuss, prevention specialist at USU,

works with three high-risk groups on campus.
At USU, those high-risk groups are those

who've had issues in the past, or groups who
show they use high risk amounts. Those

groups include, freshman, student athletes and
those in the Greek community.

“The difference between on-campus and

off-campus is that on-campus is heavily

monitored,” Barfuss said. “You have eyes

everywhere, the chances of getting caught are
pretty good. Whereas if they go off campus,
and they’re not drawing attention to them-

selves, they can generally get away with it.”
Barfuss iterates that although drug and

alcohol usage is a problem, it’s not as big as
students believe it is.

According to a health and wellness survey

USU puts out every two years asking about

Dressed as characters from the popular

health, nutrition and sexual health — that

biggest concerns. The prominent issue has,

Gods to characters from popular '90s shows to
“Seeing everyone here and having fun, it

feels good. I’m glad I came,” Duckie said.

— shaniehoward214@gmail.com

The apparel of the guests at the event wasn’t

just limited to drag and Legend of Korra

come to drink and party and play around,”

“You look at Yik Yak and Yeti and it shows

“We have strong policies and we enforce

those policies, it’s not wishy-washy, it is what
it is,” said Barfuss.

A student incident involving drugs or

overwhelmingly, been mental health.

one person or a dozen people over and over

alcohol results in fines, at a minimum, of

majority of students at USU and other institu-

university is doing it,” Barfuss said.

classes and probation.

When comparing data with others, the

tions in Utah don’t drink or smoke, including

again and it makes it look like the whole

That’s why, Barfuss said, freshman students

around $1000, community service, education
When asked for student advice, Barfuss said

the University of Utah, Weber State University

are one of the high risk groups, “they finally

to be responsible. “Find exactly what is

“Right now, it’s about 75 percent of students

nobody to tell them what to do or how to do

buddy is doing it, but do it because it’s the

and Southern Utah University.

don’t drink here at Utah State,” he said.
“Looking at national numbers, at other
schools, it’s the flip-flop opposite.”

The problem according to Barfuss, is

perceived use, which can sometimes lead to
actual use, he said.

The health and wellness survey found that

students think around 80 percent of students

use drugs or alcohol at USU, compared to the
actual 25 percent that do. “Everybody thinks

have a bunch of freedom on their hands,
it, so they jump in headfirst whether it’s
drinking, sex, drugs.”

For Barfuss, fall semester is always the

worst. That means his schedule is followed by
a busy spring.

This spring, his roughly 10-hour education

course will have 60 students, most of which
have been sent by housing, the university, a

judicial officer or a court mandate to fulfill the
requirements of USU.

responsible, don’t just do it because your
smart thing to do.”

When asked about the two anonymous

social media platforms, Yik Yak and Yeti, USU
police and Logan City police said that they

both monitor the sites. “We like people who

advertise,” said Captain Budge of the LCPD.

— jacksonmurphy111@gmail.com
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TECH AND MONEY

Have you considered a career in tech?
their studies with no clear path as to where

science and computer engineering. In comput-

about technology. No, hacking does not mean

starting out with general studies, students

programs by learning the fundamentals of

someone’s identity. On Hack USU’s website it

they want to take their academic career. Often
usually find some kind of academic path that

suits them for the time being. However, many

students miss out on possibly the fastest-growCOLTEN VAN TUSSENBROOK

“Tech and Startup’”
— Colten is a senior at USU studying technical writing
and computer science. He enjoys exploring technology,
geeking out while writing code and exploring new
startups.
coltenvantussenbrook@gmail.com
@coltvant

The tech industry is growing at an almost

immeasurable rate, and the future is bright for
anyone wanting to hop into the tech scene.
With the growth of the Internet, artificial
intelligence and even virtual reality, the

demand for smart, talented developers and
creative engineers continues to increase.

Many students at the university level begin

ing industry in the world, simply because they
aren’t introduced to the many possibilities of
working in the tech industry.

According to Forbes.com, from 2004 to

2014, the job market in the tech industry

expanded 31 percent faster than the next

leading industry. It is projected that careers

associated with Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, or STEM, will continue to

dominate the job market for at least the next
five years, and almost undoubtedly well
beyond that.

So how are Utah State students preparing

er science, students learn how to create

writing code. Computer engineering is similar,
but it is more geared to how the computer
actually works and how to build it.

There are many other majors that work with

technology. For example, Management

Hacking means creating, innovating and

building something awesome with software or
hardware.”

All students are welcome to join Hack USU.

Even if you don't know what Java or Python

computers and databases to improve business-

new things. In fact, many of the events are

School of Business focuses on working with

es. MIS also involves the fundamentals of web

development, which prepares students to build
websites for clients. Other majors that prepare
students for the tech industry include techni-

cal writing, math/statistics and graphic design,
as well as other engineering fields such as civil
or mechanical.

In addition to offering fields of study

focused on preparing students for working in

several different majors that may lead to a

faculty started Hack USU, which is a campus

career in tech. The obvious ones are computer

says, “Hacking is a new process of learning.

Information Systems, MIS, in the Huntsman

for what most consider the world’s fastest

growing job market? Here at USU there are

illegally breaking into a system to steal

tech, Utah State University students and

are, you can still attend Hack USU and learn
geared towards beginners that are passionate
about technology and want to begin learning

how to code. If you'd like to know more, visit
hackusu.org for more information.

If working in the tech industry sounds like

something that may interest you, check out all
that USU has to offer in preparing you. You
may just find your new passion, which may
even lead to a promising career down the
road.

club focused on helping students learn more

Hungry for business: Logan sports
shop opens a door for Even Stevens

PHOTO COURTESY OF EVENSTEVENS.COM
Even Stevens Sandwich shop is opening up in Logan in late winter.

February or March.
By Ben Nielson
HARD NEWS CAFE

The Sportsman and Even Stevens sandwich

shop in downtown Logan will be connected by
an internal doorway when the restaurant

“We had a title company in that space for

years,” Fjeldstead said. “We thought to

ourselves that it would be better for down-

town and for our business if we had something
The Sportsman sells primarily sports-based

Sportsman,” she said. “They like our concept

that brought a little more foot traffic.”

retail products, but Fjeldstead expects that

man, said customers of both locations will be

benefit business.

able to move back and forth between busi-

nesses without going outside. Fjeldstead owns
both the building where the Sportsman is

m located as well as the neighboring building, to

the north, where Even Stevens will open in

community engagement, said she is looking

forward to the businesses working together.

opens in late winter.

Mark Fjeldstead, a co-owner of the Sports-

Sara Day, the director for Even Stevens’

having a restaurant connected will greatly

“Even Stevens anticipates bringing in two to

“We just love the people that own The

and they love our business so why wouldn’t
we work with them?”

Even Stevens brands itself as a restaurant

with a cause. For every sandwich sold at its

three hundred people a day to their establish-

restaurants, funds are donated to an account

percent of those walk through into our store

feed those in need.

ment,” Fjeldstead said. “And heavens, if 10
then we’ll be thrilled.”

that non-profit organizations can tap into to

any city anywhere,” Day said about Even

Stevens’ donation system. “We want it to be
easy for the non-profits.”

Day said Even Stevens will be working with

CAPSA in Logan, the Cache Valley Food Pantry
and the Cache Valley Senior Center.

“I think what they do is great and I fully

support it,” Fjeldstead said. “They like

everything about our location and we like

everything about them. It’s a match made in
heaven.”

“We wanted a program that works well in

Are Brigham City Council members power hungry?
Absolutely, they say — and here’s why
By Steve Child
HARD NEWS CAFE

Moving forward with a new electrical power

plant is the priority for the Brigham City

Council, which held a special session Thursday
night to discuss future projects.

Council member Tom Peterson said a new

plant wouldn’t power the entire city, but

rather would be intended to take pressure off

the current system during peak hours and save
the city money.

Council member D.J. Bott said emergency

preparedness is the driving factor for him to

support building the plant. The council thinks
a plant that could provide up to 30 percent of

the city’s power would be preferable. During

“I cannot understate the importance of

phase of the complex was completed last year,

said.” He said being dependent on outside

completed before it is finished. By adding it to

emergencies the power grid could be set up in

getting off the forward contracts,” Roberts

to power at set times. The plant and genera-

sources undermines the ability to handle

quadrants, allowing sections of the city access
tors would ensure the basic needs of the city
could be met.

Jason Roberts, the city administrator,

expressed concern about the lack of power
sources the city has control of.

The city had a contract with Rocky Moun-

tain Power and discovered it was outdated.

According to Roberts, Rocky Mountain wanted
a rate hike and city administration decided go
with a third-party source. The resulting

“forward contract” provides electricity from
multiple sources over five years.

emergencies efficiently.

Financial options for accomplishing the

but it will need multiple other phases to be

the bond with the plant both projects could be
completed after 2018.

Several other projects and ideas were put on

project were discussed. A current city bond for

the table for discussion, including the 1100

will be complete in 2018. An option to

secondary water, saving for future capital

past projects that has a low payment schedule
continue the bond for this project was

believed the best alternative at this time. It

would be placed on a ballot for residents to
decide.

The council also discussed adding the new

Brigham City Sports Complex to the bond
because of its revenue potential. The first

West intersection, infrastructure policy,

projects, and alternative energy sources. The
council’s members agreed that the special

session — the first of its kind in more than

two years — had afforded them an opportunity to prioritize, and agreed they needed more
meetings like this one.
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Keeping
it Kitsch:
New NEHMA
exhibit focuses
on common
items
By Veronica Stephen
STAFF WRITER

"Kitsch" is the key word at the Nora Eccles

Harrison Museum of Art's new exhibit, which

opened to the public on Jan. 23.

The exhibit, "A Matter of Taste: Art, Kitsch

and Culture" surveys a broad range of what

people would define as "kitschy," or something

common that might be found in homes or

PHOTO BY Jessica Barber
Patrons of the new exhibit at Nora Eccles Harrison Museum pass the Kitsch Exchange where people can bring their small trinkets and exchange them for new ones.

offices, but is beautiful nonetheless.

"There are some artists that are directly

influenced by kitsch objects and use them in

their work," said Adriane Dalton, the assistant

curator for the Nora Eccles Harrison Museum

of Art. "From our collection, mainly, are works

that the artist is mainly using a kitsch aesthet-

ic or playing with aspects of kitsch in their

own work."

The word "kitsch" can have a subjective

meaning, she said.

"The way I would define kitsch or the way

you might define kitsch could be very differ-

ent," Dalton said. "To my mind kitsch is

typically a decorative a form, not necessarily a

Kerrilyn Andersen, a freshman majoring in

functional form, though it could be something

music therapy, said, "The abstract kitsch

be a Precious Moments figurine, it could be a

It brought up a lot of personal experiences

decorative on something functional. It could

Christmas village made of ceramic houses that
light up or a shot glass with a picture of the
temple on it."

Because kitsch art involves items that make

up everyday life, it relates more to individuals,
Dalton said.

"There's this idea that kitsch items are

accessible to the general public, whereas fine
art generally isn't," Dalton said.

sudden it initiates this little dialogue."

The exhibit was co-curated by David Wall, a

invited a lot of self-exploration and reflection.

professor in the art department, and museum

that helped you understand the tone and

It will be open to the public until May 7.

emotions behind the work, even though you

may not understand the exact story behind the
piece itself."

The exhibit is close to the heart of Frank

McEntire, one of the collaborators on the
exhibit.

curators Katie Lee Koven and Beckie Durham.
Everyone can appreciate something from the

exhibit, McEntire said.

"Everything here is something we have expe-

rienced, or something we have laughed at," he
said.

-roniastephen@gmail.com

"The object finds you," McEntire said. "It

speaks to you and it finds you and all of a

Traditions week concert will be 'Aca-Awesome:'

Filharmonic to perform

PHOTO COURTESY OF Sheenon Olson

By Miranda Lorenc
SENIOR WRITER

To wrap up Utah State University's Tradi-

tions week activities, the Filharmonic will
perform in concert Thursday

The six-member acapella group was

featured in the movie "Pitch Perfect 2," and

were former contestants on NBC's "The Sing
Off."

"We went with Filharmonic with the 'Fil'

because we are an all-Filipino group," said
Jules Cruz, a member of the Filharmonic.

Two months after forming their group in

college, the Filharmonic joined "The Sing Off."
"It was the very first thing we’ve ever done

together as a group," said VJ Rosales, another

member of the Filharmonic, "so just like being

able to perform in front of millions of people

rary music they cover, Cruz said. He said

all my friends were out partying and I was

from all the other amazing artists on the show,

rawness to the melody that they enjoy.

encourage myself to get up and go. Go out, VJ.

every night on the show, we learned so much
so it was very cool."

It was difficult working together at first

because they hadn't found their sound yet,
Rosales said. Over the last few years of

working together, however, they've found a

style that suits them and have grown as artists.

One of the biggest influences in their singing

is their shared Filipino- American heritage,
Rosales said.

"Growing up in Filipino culture and heri-

tage, there's definitely a tradition of expressing
yourself in music." said Cruz.

The Filharmonic prefers to sing in a natural

and smooth style, instead of following the

electronic sound from a lot of the contempo-

singing a cappella also helps add a natural
"One of my favorite aspects is singing a

cappella," Rosales said. "I think that's really

cool how we don’t need instruments and a lot
of bands these days use instruments, and we
don't, so I think that’s cool."

In their upcoming concert, Rosales said the

audience can expect "a lot of dancing, a lot of

singing, and most of it will be just overall fun."
They will be singing multiple different

covers and even include original songs written
by the artists, Rosales said.

"The theme of this tour is actually called the

Get Up and Go Tour," he said, "and Get Up and
Go is actually a song that I wrote a few years

ago. One evening I was sitting on a couch and

missing out and I just wrote a song trying to
Go."

Rosales said Get Up and Go was the one of

the first songs he wrote, and it was a challenge
to adapt it later to fit a cappella singing.

"We’re pretty happy with it," he said. "I think

the most amazing thing is when the audience
is singing it back to us, it’s really, really fun."

The Filharmonic will perform Thursday at 7

p.m. in the Taggart Student Center ballroom.
Admission is free.

—lormialor@gmail.com
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Streaming for Students

What to watch this month on Netflix, Amazon Prime and Hulu
minorities were treated. But if you want to

learn about the 1960s, this show is for you.
FULLER HOUSE: FEB. 26
I haven't seen this show yet but I am looking

forward to its debut this month. The show, as

RILEY M. THOMPSON

“Tech Talk’”
— Riley M. Thompson is in the Huntsman School of Business and is the marketing manager for Aggie Radio and
The Utah Statesman. He claims to be the No. 1 Disney
fan at Utah State University and will challenge anyone
who says otherwise.

the name alludes to, is a sequel to the feel-

you get a random Monday off, elections make
campus somewhat interesting and you're

finally getting into the groove of things when

it varies greatly from what director Christo-

the musical. It has big star power (Vanessa

Tim Burton's classic Batman movie. Although
pher Nolan did with the series recently, the
film still captures the essence of the Dark
Knight.

can check out the live performance of "Grease"
Hudgens and Julianne Hough, to name a few)
and is a classic story. It's really a win-win for
anyone watching.

MEN IN BLACK: FEB. 1

best friend Kimmy raise her children after her

film except that if you want to see Will Smith

be found on Hulu. Starring James Franco, it's

good as the original, I would definitely

you. Starring Will Smith and Tommy Lee

in time to stop the Kennedy Assassination. J.J.

follows DJ as she, her sister Stephanie and

husband dies. While it probably won't be as

sake.

February is a great month to be in school:

have cable. But if you have access to Hulu you

good hit of the 90's, "Full House." The show

recommend this show, at least for nostalgia's

rileymcmurdiethompson@gmail.com
@rileymthompson

Superman coming out in March, check out

There isn't much to say about this classic

kick some alien butt, then this movie is for

Jones, this action sci-fi comedy will be a fun

release from studying when you're ready for it.

AMAZON PRIME:

HULU:

BATMAN (1989): FEB. 1

GREASE LIVE: FEB. 1

To get ready for the newest Batman v

11.26.63: FEB 15TH
This new show looks intriguing and can only

the story of a history professor who goes back
Abrams' company, Bad Robot, is producing it,

so it should be full of mind-bending twists and
characters.

Like most students, chances are you don't

it comes to school. But with all that stuff

happening, from time to time you still need a
distraction. This article will help you know

what streaming content to expect and look
forward to this month.

NETFLIX:
MADMEN (FINAL SEASON): FEB. 5
Have you ever wondered what it was like to

live in the 1960s? Do you dream of being an
"Ad-Man" on Madison Avenue in New York?

Chances are you probably said no to both of
those questions. That being said, this show

could be considered one of the best dramas

ever to be on TV, and now the entirety of the

series is on Netflix. Fair warning: this show is
accurate to the time period so it doesn't

sugarcoat the past, especially how women and
GRAPHIC BY Alayna Leaming

Opportunity Quest winners announced, five teams win big
By Ellie Dalton
WRITER

Something unusual happened at Monday

night's Opportunity Quest awards banquet: A
three-way tie for third place meant five

student entrepreneur teams walked away with
prize money instead of the usual three.

First place was awarded to Aura Optics,

second place to MyBase Products and third

place to Cottage Skis, Sigma Weapons Systems
and Quilture.

Mike Glauser, executive director of the

Jeffrey D. Clark Center for Entrepreneurship,
spoke highly of the teams who competed in
this year’s contest.

“This is the very best competition I’ve been

involved with; I can say that honestly,” Glauser
said.

Thirty teams originally pitched business

ideas last semester to a board of mentors of
Opportunity Quest, but only 10 teams were
selected as finalists.

On Jan. 22, the finalists had one last chance

PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
Paul Woodland congratulates Joe Canfield, starter of Aura Optics and first place winner of the Opportunity Quest, Jan. 25.

to pitch their business ideas to a panel of
judges.

First place winner Joe Canfield, an MBA

student, owns and operates Aura Optics. His
company produces ski goggles.

“I’m really excited," Canfield said. "I think

that this $500…$5000…how much is it again?

I don’t even remember. This $5000 is going to
help our business."

Canfield puts about 50-60 hours a week into

his business with his two business partners on
top of being a masters student.

“It’s really time-consuming but it’s some-

thing we're really passionate about," he said.
"We love skiing in the outdoors."

Canfield said he was nervous to hear the

announcement.

HILLSIDE MANOR
newly remodeled luxury apartments

• 8 Private Bedrooms, Fully Furnished
• Desk Bed and Bookcase in each Bedroom
• TV, DVD, VCR
• 2 New Modern Kitchens
• Laundry Facilities

• Large Living Room
• Cable TV Jacks in each Bedroom
• Wireless Internet Service
• Air Conditioning
• No Parking Hassles
• Across the Street From Campus

For more information call Darla • (435) 770-0900 • darladclark@comcast.net

"I haven’t slept since we gave the pitch on

Friday," he said. "Really, it’s been rough.”

His advice to other student entrepreneurs

see “Opportunity” PAGE 9
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For the love of the gym

PHOTO COURTESY OF USU ATHLETICS
McKinzey Martinez competes in 2015 Mountain Rim Gymnastics Conference Championships

By Logan Jones
STAFF WRITER

She stepped into the locker room wearing

an oversized walking boot on her left foot —
merely a precautionary measure following a
trying weekend meet in Southern Utah.

The normal aches and pains ever present

throughout gymnastics season were of little
concern to her as she greeted her coach,

unaware of the morning’s surprising news.

McKinzey Martinez listened intently from

her seat on a bench as Utah State’s head

gymnastics coach Nadalie Walsh congratulated
her for being named the Mountain Rim

Gymnastics Conference Specialist of the Week.
The weekly honor had everything to do with a
particularly stellar bars routine, for which

Martinez was awarded a 9.950 — the highest

score given to an Aggie gymnast for any event
in over a decade.

“I saw them put up a 9.9 and thought ‘oh

that’s exciting,’” Martinez said. “Then I saw my
score was actually a 9.950 and I didn’t even
know what to think.”

Coach Walsh was understandably compli-

mentary of the senior’s routine, and not just
for the season-high score.

“She just really has beautiful and flawless

gymnastics, and it all came together at the

right time that day,” Walsh said. “She’s a really
calm competitor.”

The senior took the news of her first weekly

award in the Mountain Rim with a smile,

though her excitement was tempered by a

desire for improvement.

“This last weekend bars was exciting, but

the other events I wasn’t happy with,” Martinez said. “But they’re easy fixes, so I’m just
ready to go back out there.”

The urge to perform has been a part of

Martinez’ character since her earliest days as a
gymnast. The youngest of 11 children, the
Idaho native first experienced gymnastics
through her older sister — who wanted
nothing to do with the sport.

PHOTO COURTESY OF USU ATHLETICS
McKinzey Martinez competes on the uneven bars in a meet against Kent State on Jan. 15.

“My sister got a free pass to do a trial class

for gymnastics,” Martinez said. “So we went in

there, and she cried because she didn’t want to
do it, and I threw a fit because my parents
wouldn’t let me.”

Fortunately for the budding gymnast, being

the youngest had its perks.

“I started teaching myself flips at home on

the couch,” Martinez said with a grin. “So they
decided to put me in gymnastics.”

The sport has since taken Martinez on a

long, sometimes painful road. As a freshman,
Martinez dislocated her elbow on a vault

routine, requiring season-ending surgery. Five
meets into the following season, she landed
awkwardly while practicing a floor routine,
tearing her left ACL.

Martinez’ stoic dedication to the sport

brought her back from both surgeries to earn
second-team all-MRGC honors in the allaround last season, and provides added

motivation to perform in her final year at USU.
“I want to have a really good year because

my first two years I didn’t get to compete in

full seasons,” Martinez said. “I have to remind

myself putting extra pressure isn’t going to

time she’s very quiet, she may do some talking

“With McKinzey I think deep down she is

“I don’t talk a lot,” Martinez said. “I say stuff

help anything.”

to athletes on the sides or behind the scenes.”

thinking about it,” Walsh said. “She’s so much

when I feel it’s necessary.”

of who she is. I’m sure deep down in there

ance to be a worthy goal for Martinez, who

I’m done with this?’ As her coach I want to

regional all-around in order to qualify.

of every routine and every competition, but

that she could accomplish that,” Walsh said.

gymnast.”

right day at the right time.”

ing love for gymnastics.

ride.

talented but that lost that passion, and it’s just

Martinez said. “Never have I lost passion for

in love with the sport, that it’s so much a part

Coach Walsh considers a nationals appear-

she’s wondering ‘What am I going to do when

would need to place as a top-2 finisher in the

help her keep getting everything she can out

“That would be a huge goal, but I believe

also to keep showing her she’s more than a

Coach Walsh visibly admires Martinez’ undy“I’ve had athletes before that were equally

“It just takes being in the right mindset on the
As for the senior, she just hopes to enjoy the
“I love gymnastics; it’s been my whole life,”

not the same,” Walsh said.

the sport. It’s easy for me to go in the gym and

her voice heard in the locker room, preferring

compete because it’s what I love to do.”

The generally reserved senior rarely makes

to lead by example.

“When McKinzey decides to speak up, she

has a lot of wisdom,” Walsh said. “Most of the

practice, it’s easy for me to go out and

— logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@logantj
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What makes an NBA all-star?
Thomas Sorenson

“Fourth and Short”
— Thomas Sorenson is majoring in journalism and is on
pace to graduate next spring. Thomas thinks Gordon
Heyward should be an all-star because the nation
deserves to see his haircut as often as possible.
— Thomas.sorenson@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Tomcat340

Draymond Green, the multi-dimensional

forward of the NBA-leading Golden State

Warriors, is averaging nearly 15 points per

game, as well as 9.5 rebounds, 7.3 assists, 1.4
steals and 1.4 blocks.

He leads the team in both rebounds and

assists this season while also making over 40
percent of his 3-point shots. That versatility
has allowed him to lead the league in tri-

ple-doubles with eight, including three in a

row in the beginning of January. His impact
extends far beyond the box score, though.

Defensively, Green is a terror, strong enough

to guard players like Zach Randolph and

LaMarcus Aldridge in the post yet nimble

enough to switch onto guards like Tony Parker

and Kyrie Irving. He has almost single-handedly created the concept of a “playmaking-four”
and it is his capability to receive the ball on a
pick and roll and make the correct decision

that has made the Warriors’ offense so lethal.
Reigning MVP Stephen Curry bends the

defense, but Green shatters it. In a very real

sense, Green’s playmaking is changing the way
basketball is played. And yet – despite being
one of the best players in the league so far–

Green will not be starting in the NBA all-star
game next month.

A lot of the finger-pointing has been aimed

at Kobe Bryant, who was the leading vote-get-

Photo by Ray Chavez/Bay Area News Group/TNS)
The Golden State Warrior’s Draymond Green (23) reacts after the Warriors scored a basket as the Phoenix Suns’s Jon Leuer (30) looks on in the first half at Oracle Arena in Oakland, Calif., on Wed. Dec. 16, 2015.

ter and will start for the Western Conference,

The problem is with our definition of the

but has had a negative player efficiency in

all-star game itself. It is a meaningless

career. Unless we want to highlight a player’s

picks, yet we treat it as much more, handing

what clearly has been the worst season of his

ability to dribble the ball for 15 seconds before
jacking up a contested shot that doesn’t touch
the rim, there’s no reason Bryant should be

participating in a game in 2016 that showcas-

exhibition, so we allow fan voting and legacy
out contract bonuses or determining Hall of

Fame worthiness based on appearances in the
game.

This incongruity doesn’t extend to the rest

es the league’s best players. Bryant’s inclusion

of all-star Weekend, though. We all know

My dilemma with the NBA all-star game,

dunkers in the league, but nobody had a

is the definition of a “legacy pick."

though, isn’t legacy picks, nor our perception
of what makes a player an all-star. How do

you decide between a hyper-productive role

problem with his participation in the dunk
contest last year.

Rising Stars challenge highlights some of the

support of Vine star Hayes Grier, which is

probably the most Millennial sentence ever
typed.

As I mentioned, we discuss the game like it

has value beyond entertainment, but treat it

like it's meaningless. So, let's clarify. Like the

NFL’s Pro Bowl this weekend, the all-star game
next month is simply an exhibition. Nothing

cially create competition — looking at you,
MLB.

If the fans want to watch Bryant in one

It’s supposed to be a fun weekend that

efficient? Even fan-voting, Zaza Pachulia, a
lineup primarily because of the Twitter

weekend always leaves us a little bit confused.

any extra meaning to it in an effort to artifi-

reminds the sports world to watch the NBA

career-backup, nearly made it into the starting

game. Unfortunately, the climax of the

more, nothing less. There’s no need to attach

Mason Plumlee isn’t one of the four best

player or a lead dog who has to carry the

burden for his team every night but is less

of basketball that build toward the all-star

now that football season has ended. The

exciting young players in the league and even
shines a spotlight on foreign players. The

3-point contest allows players to feel what it’s
like to be Steph Curry every night. Those

Saturday night activities are a fun celebration

more all-star game, then he should play. If

teenage retweeters put Zaza in the game, so
much the better. I want to see one-man fast

breaks by Russell Westbrook, alley-oop dunks

by LeBron James and half-court shots by Steph
Curry. Let's put aside the inane conversations,

remember the game for what it is and spend a
weekend celebrating the NBA.

— thomas.sorenson@aggiemail.usu.edu
@tomcat340

BRIDAL FAIRE

®

Saturday

January 30

10AM to 5PM

Riverwoods
Conference Center

615 S Riverwoods Pkwy, Logan

Fashion Shows

11:00, 1:00 & 3:00
Free Admission
Many Prizes

Everything to Plan Your Wedding!
Co-Sponsors:
SOFT FAVORITES

Photo by:
Aya Photography

www.bridalfaire.org
Serving Brides Since 1985

A Bridal Faire Production

For more information call

(435) 753-6736
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CALENDAR | JAN. 28 - FEB. 3
A DD Y OUR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

THURSDAY JAN. 28

FRIDAY JAN. 29

Spencer Myer Concert

Building a Better Brain: Exercise to Make You
Smarter

iPad Class!

Caine Performance Hall - Utah State North Logan City Library
University
Free, 2:00 p.m.
$12-$24. Adults $24 / USU Faculty
& Staff $20 / Students 8 and older
$12, 7:30 p.m.

USU Heath and Wellness
Fair
TSC Sunburst Lounge
Free, 10:00 a.m.

Sweather Swap
TSC HUB
Free, 12:00 p.m.

Transcendence:

Performance by

Abstraction and Symbolism

Filharmonic

in the American West

TSC Ballroom

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of
Art

Free, 7:00 p.m.

Taggart Student Center 315A
Free, 11:30 a.m.

Visit the Elk
Hardware Ranch

$3-$5. $5 ages 9 and up, $3 ages
4-8, children 3 and under are free,
12:00 p.m.

Science Unwrapped - What Repertory Dance Theatre
is Organic Agriculture,
Ellen Eccles Theater-Cache Valley
Anyway?
Center for the Arts

Eccles Science Learning Center, $17-$27. See www.cachearts.org,
Emert Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
Free, 7:00 p.m.

The Antics Comedy Improv Traditions Dance
The Dansante

TSC Ballroom

$5, 9:30 p.m.

Free, 9:00 p.m.

Free, 10:00 a.m.

SATURDAY JAN. 30

SUNDAY JAN. 31

Crowbar Ski Race 2016

Visit the Elk

Visit the Elk

Sink Hollow Trailhead

Hardware Ranch

Hardware Ranch

$15-$55. Entry fees vary, see website. Spectators - free, 8:30 a.m.

Bridal Faire
Riverwoods Conference Center
Free, 10:00 a.m.

$3-$5. $5 ages 9 and up, $3 ages
4-8, children 3 and under are free,
10:00 a.m.

Joseph Smith Memorial
Devotional

$3-$5. $5 ages 9 and up, $3 ages Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
4-8, children 3 and under are free, Free, 7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

Nature Walk/Snowshoe
Tour
Swaner EcoCenter
$5, 8:30 a.m.

Men’s basketball vs.

Nevada

Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

MONDAY FEB. 1
Visit the Elk

Movie Monday-Minions

Hardware Ranch

North Logan City Library

$3-$5. $5 ages 9 and up, $3 ages Free, 6:30 p.m.
4-8, children 3 and under are free,
10:00 a.m.

Free for students, 7:00 p.m.

TUESDAY FEB. 2

WEDNESDAY FEB. 3

Reasons to be Pretty

SAA Networking Night

Reasons to be Pretty

Cache DUP Museum

Black Box Theatre

TBA

Black Box Theatre

Cache DUP Museum

$8-$13. Adults $13 / Seniors &
Youth $10 / Faculty & Staff $8,
7:30 p.m.

Free, 6:00 p.m.

$8-$13. Adults $13 / Seniors & Free, 3:00 p.m.
Youth $10 / Faculty & Staff $8,
7:30 p.m.
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OPINION

Be Like Bill:
a rare breath of fresh air

through which users could submit their own

names and receive similarly sensible advice at
random.

To the haters, a group I gladly associate

myself with 90 percent of the time, it was the
LOGAN JONES

“Trail Blazin’”
— Logan Jones is a journalism major. He isn’t sure how
that’s going to help him pay off his student loans after
graduation. Logan is not smart. Don’t be like Logan.
logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@logantj

latest annoying trend to target with baseless
criticism.

Personally, I couldn’t get enough of it.

Bill was completely maddening to those

taking him too seriously. Some people labeled
the meme as annoyingly passive aggressive,

while more than a few social justice warriors
took it to the extreme and decided it was

intolerant. Maybe that’s why I enjoyed it so
I’m usually first in line to blast whatever

much — the idea of a poorly-drawn stick

social media trend happens to be flooding the

figure meme getting under the skin of oversen-

can’t. It’s too funny. It already came and went,

at something on the internet was just deli-

avalanche of ridiculous columns criticizing its

Because that was the whole point, really.

internet any given week, but this time I just

sitive types looking for a reason to be offended

never to be seen again. It quickly spawned an

cious.

“dangerous” message, unintentionally

The cartoon places value on an increasingly

heightening the hilarity.

I love Bill so freaking much.

For those of you who managed to avoid

rare attribute — the ability to let potentially
offensive material go. Being easily offended

has somehow become a popular, even desir-

Facebook this past weekend, here’s what you

able trait for many. There are those who truly

type of fellow you used to draw in Microsoft

become at framing innocuous things as

missed. Bill is a stick figure. He looks like the

pride themselves at how effective they’ve

Paint on your Windows 98 desktop computer.

harmful.

the internet that offends him and moves on,

backwards that is.

simplistic message encourages others to be

simple meme or fad and effectively become a

In the original cartoon, Bill sees something on
because Bill is smart. The last line of the

Bill serves as an adorable reminder of how
At this point, Bill has transcended life as a

like Bill.

political cartoon. One that makes people laugh

some genius — and I mean that quite literally

tained all who took part in the weekend of “Be

I had to specify original cartoon because

— designed a “Be Like Bill” generator,

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

USU Fee Board
Yesterday, I read the article, “USU Fee Board

hears proposals for 2016-17 student fee

increases.” As I read this article I was filled

with anger. Especially the paragraph that said:

government throwing more money at the

universities. Why throw money at something
that can’t control its costs?

This kind of spending is unstainable. I don’t

“After comparing the USU athletic budget to

pretend to know all the intricacies of where

ence — the Aggies are dead last — and

do know nothing is free. I would invite anyone

other colleges in the Mountain West Conferpointing out how beneficial athletic programs
are to the USU student body, John Hartwell,
vice president and director of athletics,

proposed a student fee increase of $10 per

student for the Athletics department.” Really?
This is ridiculous. College is expensive

enough. USU is already at least 700 dollars

more expensive than when my mom graduated 5 years ago. And if I had graduated High

School right now with my ACT score and GPA
that I had 4 years ago instead of getting a 2

year half tuition scholarship that I did, I would
not have gotten anything. Think about that.

And a lot of that increase was probably in little

USU gets its money or how it spends it. But I

reading this letter to the editor to look up USU
on http://www.utahsright.com/h_salaries.php
and see how much money is already being
thrown at athletics. Now I am not saying

athletics is bad, I’m just saying that do we

really need to throw more money at some-

thing that should only be a fun side show to
getting an education?
Thank you,

Chase Noble Randall

— chasenrandall@gmail.com
-Majoring in History and Philosophy with a minor in Spanish

increments such as those proposed by at the

USU Fee Board. That is 1,400 dollars every ten

years. Now the true number is probably a little
different. But not by much. That is unsustainable. This is why I laugh at the idea of the

but also think, and either enraged or enterLike Bill.”

“Snow” FROM PAGE 1

granular ice melt on the stairs.

"I have no doubt that facilities is very

effective and expert in their use of different

salts and brines.... If they're putting down any
ice melt why don't they just do the job right
and get rid of all the snow and ice and the
fences and signs?" Maddox said.

Reeder said facilities did not put ice melt on

the stairs, and he doesn't know where it came
from. Snow removal policies have changed

since Maddox's MyVoice request in 2014, but

another student submitted a MyVoice request
in 2015 regarding the stairs.

"We have added additional resources

including additional part-time staff and more

efficient equipment," Reeder said in the email.

"We have also adjusted some of our work shifts
in order to have staff readily available from

advocate vice president, is in charge of

receiving MyVoice requests and delegating

them to USUSA officers, who respond to the

requests and try to get students the help they
need.

"MyVoice is not perfect, and that sounds

cliche, but it's the closest thing to the truth,"
Waddoups said

Reeder encourages students to share their

input. He can be contacted at rob.reeder@usu.
edu.

"We are exploring options to modify or

reconstruct the existing stairs which would
allow us to keep them safe for winter use,"
Reeder said.

Additionally, anyone can submit a facilities

service request or hazard report.

early morning until late evening."

— brennakelly818@gmail.com

Ashley Waddoups, the current student

“Opportunity” FROM PAGE 5

was, “Just keep pushing. Money shouldn’t be

the issue, time shouldn’t be the issue. If you’re
passionate about it, you can make it work.”
Canfield said Utah State University has

great resources available for students.

“I love Utah State and the opportunity they

have given us to pitch businesses to people

neurship, has big goals for USU students and

willing to learn, and they're not willing to

mentor organization to try to create business-

somebody who is always trying to find out

“We have this entrepreneurial club and this

es," he said. "My goal is to make Logan, Utah

the Silicon Valley of the Midwest. We want to
make this the place where great ideas are
spawned."

He encouraged the teams that didn’t win

like they have," he said. "The founder’s board

any money in the contest to keep going.

work with Paul Woodland. He has really given

happen," Woodland said.

turn it from a hobby to a business."

entering Opportunity Quest, Woodland

for the Jeffrey D. Clark Center for Entrepre-

business idea and a bad one.

members have been great. I had a chance to
us a fresh perspective and really helped us

Paul Woodland, a founder's board mentor

“A bad idea is one where the person is not

Cache Valley.

listen," Woodland said. "A great idea is

what he needs to add and is willing to listen to
it, change their ideas occasionally and learn."
Woodland advised Danny Noall, a winner

from last year’s contest, on his business Infuze
Hydration, which is on the market today.

“This competition, it really gave me the

those with business ideas: First, be willing to

learn; second, be willing to stand your ground;
third, be willing to sacrifice.

Giant checks were given to the top five

teams and all competitors congratulated each
other and left with big smiles.

Competitor Kai Gull, a senior in mechanical

engineering, wasn’t set back by not winning
any prize money.

“I’m feeling good; I got a lot of connections,"

“Don’t give up anything and just go make it

tools and the vocabulary to go and present the

he said. "Honestly, I’ve never gone more

To students who might be interested in

were able to get an investment of $50,000 all

competition. It just became more real to me.

explained the difference between a good

idea to people in the future," Noall said. "We
truly based on what we prepared for this
competition."

Noall shared three parting suggestions for

gung-ho on what I’m doing until I entered this
It’s not like game over.”

— elizabeth.dalton@aggiemail.usu.edu
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